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Introduction

• Probabilistic inference is a key problem in machine learning. It 

is the main bottleneck for learning models of data and making 

predictions.

• Two main families of inference algorithms: variational and 

(MCMC) sampling

• Known issues, especially for high-dimensional models

• Variational approximation can be “overconfident” and focus on 

particular modes of the true posterior distribution

• Markov chain might get trapped and miss important parts of the 

state space

Can we mitigate these issues by doing inference on a lower 

dimensional space?



Suppose we have an undirected graphical model with n binary variables. 

Each state x has a non-negative weight w(x) proportional to its probability.

Goal: compute marginals, or the normalization constant Z = 

Difficult because the sum has an exponential number of terms

Setup

State space with 2n states



Monte Carlo Sampling

Monte Carlo idea: let’s only look at a (small) subset of the states

State Space with 2n states
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= sampled state



Monte Carlo Sampling
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Monte Carlo Sampling

w(x1) = 5

w(x2) = 0

w(x3) = 4

State Space with 2n states

= sampled state



Compute average weight

Scale by the total number of configurations

Monte Carlo Sampling

w(x1) = 4

w(x2) = 0

w(x3) = 5

(w(x1)+w(x2)+w(x3) ) / 3

State Space with 2n states

Goal: compute

2n (w(x1)+w(x2)+w(x3) ) / 3



Estimator is unbiased.

It can have a large variance if we use a small number of samples.

Monte Carlo Sampling

w(x1)

w(x2)

w(x3)

State Space with 2n states

Goal: compute



Sampling

Can we use a very large (exponential in the number of 

variables) number of samples?

State Space with 2n states



Sampling Challenges

Seems hard: 

1) we cannot even enumerate/store so many samples

2) it would take too much randomness to select them randomly

3) even if we could represent them somehow, how to do inference?

State Space with 2n states



Sampling by Clamping

Idea: we can represent exponentially many states implicitly using an equation

Example. Randomly pick a) all the states with the first variable set to True 

(v1=True) , or b) all the states with the first variable set to False (v1=False)

Samples = States with the first variable set to zero

v1 = 0

v1 = 1

We can  represent a large number of samples (2n-1 in the example)

Issue: samples are far from being i.i.d. The two “halves” could behave very 

differently (high variance)



Parity Constraints for Sampling

Let’s try a different type of equation: linear equations modulo 2 (parity 

constraints) over the variables of the model

= States satisfying the parity constraint

v1 XOR v2 = 0

v1 XOR v2 = 1

We still get half of the states, but the samples are more “spread out” 

(lower variance)



Universal Hashing for Sampling

Longer parity check constraints (involving more variables) provide pairwise 

independent sampling!

Pairwise independence: any two states are sampled 

independently

v1 XOR v2 XOR v3 XOR v4 = 1

= States satisfying the parity constraint



Universal Hashing for Sampling

• Challenge 1: we would like to use an exponentially large number of 

samples, but we cannot explicitly enumerate them..

– Solution: represent samples implicitly using a random parity 

constraint 

– Implementation: add K randomly generated parity constraints to the 

graphical model. 

– We call this a random projection because it reduces the degrees 

of freedom (dimensionality) of the problem. It simplifies the model 

because we only look at a subset of the possible states.

Randomly generated parity constraint  X
x1  x3  x4  x7  x10 =  1



Universal Hashing for Sampling

• Challenge 2: getting i.i.d. samples would requires too much 

randomness. Would require at least K random bits for K samples.

– Solution: Randomness amplification. Can generate 2k pairwise 

independent bits (Bernoulli random variables) from k truly i.i.d. bits. 

– Pairwise independence is enough to provably control the 

variance of the estimator (see paper). Intuition: variance of the 

sum of pairwise independent variables equals the sum of the 

variances.

– Length of the parity constraints controls the quality of the samples 

and affects the variance (length=1 is equivalent to clamping 

variables at random)

Remaining challenge: how to do inference (compute average weight) with 

so many samples?

Our estimator looks like this: 2n (w(x1)+w(x2)+w(x3) ) / 3



Compute average weight (exact inference)

Scale by the number of configurations

Monte Carlo Estimates with O(1) samples

w(x1) = 4

w(x2) = 0

w(x3) = 5

(w(x1)+w(x2)+w(x3) ) / 3

State Space with 2n states

Goal: compute

2n (w(x1)+w(x2)+w(x3) ) / 3



Universal Hashing for Sampling

How to compute the average weight of an exponentially large set of 

samples?

v1 XOR v2 XOR v3 XOR v4 = 1

= States satisfying the parity constraint



Combining Sampling and Variational Inference

Idea: Use variational approximation on the samples

Equivalently, apply your favorite (variational) inference algorithm on the 

randomly perturbed model

Randomly perturbed model is lower-dimensional (think about clamping 

variables).  Should be easier to approximate.

Randomly generated 
parity constraint  X

Variational

Inference 

Algorithm

rescale

Z

estimate

Block box inference



A Hybrid Approach

Pure Variational: Global view, take all the configurations as samples. 

(Potentially high) bias, no variance

Pure sampling: take a small (constant) number of samples. Do exact inference 

over the samples. 

Unbiased, (potentially high) variance

Constant number of samples



A Hybrid Approach

Pure Variational: Global view, take all the configurations as samples. 

(High) bias, no variance

Pure sampling: take a small (constant or polynomial) number of samples. 

Do exact inference over the samples. 

No bias, high variance

Constant number of samples

Hybrid algorithms



Practical considerations

• How much to subsample is instance-dependent. For example, if 

variational approx. is accurate, there is no need to subsample.

• Properties of the inference algorithm are preserved in expectation. For 

example, mean-field provides lower bounds in expectation (see paper)

• We can also use (and analyze) “smooth” perturbations instead of 

hard constraints

• We used partition function as running example, but can also be used for 

estimating marginal probabilities
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Experimental results

Better marginal probabilities for Belief Propagation and Gibbs sampling 

on Ising grids and UAI inference competition (Linkage, Promedus)

Gibbs marginals on Ising grids Belief Propagation marginals on Ising grids



Experimental results

Improved lower bounds on Z with Mean Field for Ising grids (which 

provably hold with high probability)

Examples of improved lower bounds on Z with Mean Field for Ising grids



Conclusions

• Probabilistic inference is a key problem in statistical machine learning

• Two main approaches so far:

– Variational techniques

– Monte Carlo Sampling

• We introduced a new hybrid approach that interpolates between the two 

extremes and attempts to simplify the model by taking a random 

projection

– Trades off variance vs bias

– Promising results on Ising models and UAI Inference competition 

benchmarks

• Future work:

– Use proposal distribution (UAI-15)

– Take structure of the model into account

– Other types of perturbations (error-correcting codes)? 

– Continuous models?



Thanks!
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